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A measure-theoretic development of the general inte­
gral is presented. Its specializations to the Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes, Riemann-Stieltjes, Lebesgue, and Riemann inte­
grals are discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the 
role of the Stieltjes measure function in determining the 
g-field and Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure with respect to 
which the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral may be defined.
Riemann-Stieltjes integration is applied to basic 
physical problems, including a gravitational attraction 
problem involving polar coordinates. The foundations of 
probability theory in Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure and inte­
gration are discussed and an application of Lebesgue- 
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N set of natural numbers
R set of real numbers
lrR Euclidian k-dimensional space
{x: Q(x)} set of x such that Q(x) is true
(x |q (x )} set of x given Q(x)
x e A x is an element of A
R+ (x: 0 £ x < +°°)
R R u (-«*», + eK>} ; extended real numbers
A x B Cartesian product of sets
<x> greatest integer in x
{Xj finite sequence
\\ 'jA
x̂i ̂ i = l infinite sequence ^
O tP 'A
n- nA^ or TT Ai Cartesian product O
-A-{I x^ product of numbers of a sequence ^  tp
i = l
P semi-ring of half-open intervals
k
{ X  A. : A. e P} 
i=l
& a-field of Borel sets in R
a-field of Borel sets in R^




y(A) set functional value
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(X,Y)(t) ordered functional value (X(t),Y(t))
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N(t) number of events by time t
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The purpose of this dissertation is to provide the 
reader with a knowledge of the construction of the general 
integral, its specialization to integrals-of the Lebesgue 
and Lebesgue-Stieltjes types, the relationships between 
Riemann-Stieltjes and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals, and 
examples of the application of Riemann-Stieltjes and 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration.
Special attention is given to the following concepts: 
(l) the construction by use of extension theorems of 
measure spaces over which Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration 
may be defined, (2) the one-to-one correspondence between 
a given Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure and its associated 
Stieltjes measure function, (3) the computationally 
efficient form of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral when 
expressed as a Riemann integral plus a summation, and 
(U) the notation of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral by 
which it explicitly but compactly displays information 
about the structure of the measure space used in the 
integral's construction.
The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of 
Professor John 0. Kork, thesis advisor, for patiently 
reading the manuscript and making many helpful suggestions.
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MEASURE THEORETIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTEGRAL
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the 
measure - theoretic derivation of the general integral. 
Theorems*and methods of construction introduced in this 
chapter will provide the means by which the integral will 
be specialized to the Lebesgue and Lebesgue-StieltJes 
types of integrals in subsequent chapters.
This chapter is divided into four sections: Classes 
of Subsets, Measure, Simple Functions and Measureable 
Functions, and Definition of the Integral. The first sec­
tion discusses closure properties of some important 
classes of subsets. The generation of larger classes of 
subsets from smaller ones, motivated by the desired ex­
tension of set functions defined on the smaller classes, 
is the topic of the second section. The third section 
discusses types of point functions for which the integral 
may be defined. The integral is then defined in the 
fourth section.
Clas.ses of Subsets
The construction of set functions which will be used 
in defining the integral relies on properties of relevant 
classes of subs.ets.
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Definitions of Classes: In the definitions below,
given by Kingman and Taylor (1966, p. 15-16), each subset 
is to be regarded as a subset of some fixed non-empty 
reference set X.
DEFINITION 2.1: A semi-ring is a class *8 of subsets
such that
( i ) <(> z J,
(ii) A , B z A implies A n B z jS ,
(iii) A, B e A implies A - B * ̂  e. for some finite
i = l
sequence = ̂ sets in
DEFINITION 2.2: A ring is a non-empty class ft of
subsets such that
(i) A, B z R implies A n B e ft,
(ii) A, B z ft implies (A - B)^(B - A )  z ft.
DEFINITION 2.3: A field is a ring 7* of subsets which
comtains X.
DEFINITION 2.4: A q-ring is a ring i  such that, for
00
each sequence {A. }? ■ of sets in X, U  A. z £.
1=1 i=l 1
DEFINITION 2.5: A a-field is airing 7* which contains
X.
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DEFINITION 2.6: A monotone class is a class to of
00subsets such that for each monotone sequence
sets in to, lim A. e to.i->»co 1
Properties of Classes of Subsets: Notions of closure
of classes of subsets with respect to the operations of
union, intersection, and complementation are valuable in 
the development of measure theory and concepts of integra­
tion.
A ring is closed under finite union and finite sym­
metric difference. A a-ring or a-field is closed under 
countable union and countable intersection. A field or
0-field is closed under the operation of complementation 
(Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 15-16).
THEOREM 2.1 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. l6): Given
any class C of subsets, there is a unique ring a-ring
monotone class to, field ?, or a-field A such that if fC , 
£? , jk' , , or are any other ring, a-ring, monotone
class, field, or a-field containing #, to, %  or 
respectively, then
& c , £  c £' , yn M c .
One says that tf, &  to, ?, and are the ring-, a-ring, 
monotone class, field, or a-field, respectively, generated 
by C .
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THEOREM 2.2 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 18): The
monotone class generated by a ring #  is the same as the 
a-ring generated by #.
Some examples of classes of subsets are now given. 
EXAMPLE 2.1: Let P = C(a,b3 : a £ b , a , b e R}. Then
P is a semi-ring.
Proof :
(i) (a, a] = <f> e P.
(ii) (a,b] £ P and (c,d] e P implies (a,b]<^(c,d] e P
since
Ca,d]
(a ,bj A(c , d] = ^ (c ,b]
(a ,b] 
(c , d]





Therefore, (a,b]n(c,d^ e P since the conditions specified 
for each set on the right side of the above equality ex­
haust all possibilities. These sets are contained in &  by 
definition of <P and by (i) .
(iii) (a,bl e IP and (c,d] e P implies (a,b]-(c,dl e P
since
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( a , b] - (c , d] = (a , b] n(R-(c , d] ) =
= (a,b] n ( (-oo,c]u (d,°°)) =
= ( (a,bl n (-oo, c] )U((a,bln (d,«>)) =
= ((a,b]n(e,c])0((a,b]<o(d,fj) ; eia, fib.
The last step is valid, since a e R and b e R imply the 
existence of e e R and f e R such that e < a and f i b .
Thus
(a , b]n (-», cj = (a,b]n(e,c] and 
( a , bj n ( d , °° ) = (a,b]/i(d,f].
Each of these sets is contained in & by (ii); therefore
their union is a finite union of sets from P as required by 
Definition 2.1(iii).
Thus (i), (ii), and (iii) imply P is a semi-ring. 
EXAMPLE 2.2: Let & = {A : A is a finite union of
disjoint sets of PJ. It may be shown that P is the ring 
generated by P . If the reference set is R, # is also a 
f ield.
Measure
DEFINITION 2.7 (Royden, 1968, p. 52): A set function
is a function which associates with each set contained in
some class of sets an extended real number. If f is a set
function defined on a class ^ of subsets, one writes 
f:C + R*.
Let us now proceed toward the definition of measure,
T-1691 8
a type of set function in terms of which the integral may
be defined. Q
o &cn >• §Definition of measure: For completeness of the text
o 175 5*and for future reference the definitions of outer measure r1 Qn 5: ̂  y O tn
and measurable sets are included in this discussion. U L cdO o, pd
DEFINITION 2.8 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 59): An
outer measure on the set X is a set function y* defined on cn 
the collection £ of all subsets of X such that
(i) v * U )  = o,
(ii) B e e  and A c B imply p (A) < p*(B) (p* is mono- 
tone),
o» 00(iii) for each sequence {An }n=2. from £, A <=■ U  An 
implies y*(A) < y*(A_) (y* is countably subadditive).— -i nn=l
DEFINITION 2.9 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 7*0 :
nSuppose y is an outer measure on X. A set E is said to 
* #be y_ -measurable if for each A c X
y*(A ) = y*(AnE) + y*(A-E).
DEFINITION 2.10 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 5*0 : A .
measure on a collection C of sets is a set function 
£y :C R such that
(i) p U )  = o,
(ii) for each sequence {An }!T=i of disjoint sets from
OO CO eO
C such that (J An a C, M / U  A„) - YL u (An ) ■ (m is cr-additive).- . n-1 Vji= i *7 n^l
(iii) for each A e C, y(A) 0 (y is non-negative).
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Note that conditions (i) and (ii) for outer measure 
imply non-negativity of y* and conditions (ii) and (iii) 
for measure imply monotonicity of y.
Extension of Measures: The natural domain of
definition for a measure is a c-ring, since if is
00 Coa sequence from a ring C, then U  E. = U  An f°r some
l—l n=l
sequence disjoint sets from the a-ring Jl(C)
generated by C. Because each a-ring is a monotone class, 
one might ask how convergence of monotone sequences from 
a ring C is related to a-additivity of measures that might 
be defined on C. The following theorem concerns not only 
measures, but also a-additive set functions in general.
THEOREM 2.3 (Adapted from Kingman and Taylor, 1966,
p. 56): Suppose C is a ring and y :C R* is finitely
additive.
(i) If y is a-additive, then for each E z C 9
lim p(ln ) = lim v(Dn ) = y(E)
n-*00 n-*«
for each increasing sequence ̂ n )'n=i from c converging to
E and for each decreasing sequence (Dn }n=l from C con­
verging to E such that yl(Dn ) < » for some n.
(ii) If, for each E e C, lim y(l ) = y(E) for each
n-*-« n
increasing sequence converginS "to E, then y is
a-addit ive.
(ill) If W(E) < ® for each E e C and if
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lim y(En ) = 0 for each decreasing sequence ^ n ^n = ]_ from C
n->«
converging to <f> , then y is a-additive.
DEFINITION 2.11 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 58): 
Suppose for classes C C  f) of subsets there are set 
functions y :C -* R and v :«£) -► R . Then v is an extension 
of y (y is the restriction of v to £) if for each A e C , 
v(A ) = y(A).
THEOREM 2.4 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 65): If
y :C -► R+ is a non-negative finitely additive set function
on a semi-ring C, there is a unique extension v of y
defined on the ring #(C) generated by C. The set function
v is non-negative and finitely additive on tf(C).
DEFINITION 2;12 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 59): A
*set function y :C -*■ R is a-finite if for each set E e c
there is a sequence {An }“_-̂  from C such that E c Q  An and
n = l
y(An ) is finite for each n.
. THEOREM 2.5 (Extension Theorem) (Kingman and Taylor,
1966, p. 77): Suppose 6 is a ring of subsets of X such
that X = O  An ^or some sequence from C. if
n = l
y’:'6 R+ is a measure on C, then there is an extension of 
y to a measure v on the a-ring £(C) generated by C. If y
is a-finite on C, the extension is unique and is a-finite
on i. (C ) .
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DEFINITION 2.12 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 81): A
measure y : C ->■ {x: 0 <x£°°5 is a complete measure if for each 
A e C such that y (A) = 0, EcA implies E e C .
THEOREM 2.6 (Adapted from Kingman and Taylor, 1966, 
p. 81): If y is a measure on a a-ring C. and ^ = £A:AeC or 
A is a subset of some set B e C such that y(B) = 01, there 
is a unique extension v of y to £ and v is a complete 
measure on <€. The a-ring £ is called the completion of e 
with respect to y.
Simple Functions and Measurable Functions
The next consideration is the types of point 
functions for which the integral might be defined. A 
few definitions will provide notational simplicity.
DEFINITION 2.13: A measure space is a set X together
with a measure y defined on a specified a-field ^ of 
subsets of X. Such a structure is denoted by the triple 
(X, 7, y).
The following concepts will be defined relative to a 
measure space (X, t2, y) .
DEFINITION 2.14 (Royden, 1968, p. 68): The character'
istic function of the set A is the function defined by
f 1 x e A,
xA (x) = 1 ,Jo ; x £ A .
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DEFINITION 2.15 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, P* 102):
An ^-dissection of the set X is a finite sequence = 1
of sets from ? such that
(i) The fsets (i = 1, 2,...,n) are disjoint,
(ii) X = IJ E. .
i=l
DEFINITION 2.16 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 102):
A function f:X ^ R is called 7-simple if there exists an 
7-dissection {E_-}? , of X and a sequence {c.}J , from R
* 1  — JL 1  1  — JL
such that
n
f(x) = T~ (x) ; x e X.
i = l Ei
If only one field is being considered, one speaks of 
functions as being simple rather than 7-simple.
DEFINITION 2.17 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 103):
A set B is in the class $ of Borel sets in R if it is 
the union of a Borel set in R with a subset of {-00 ,+00 }.
DEFINITION 2.18 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, P« 103): .
A function f:X R* is 7-measurable if f^-(B) z 7 for each 
set B z 0*.
If only one field is being considered, one speaks of 
functions as being measurable rather than 7-measurable.
To test for measurability of a function f, one needs 
only to check the inverse images of sets from a smaller 
class which generates & # as indicated by the following 
theorem.
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THEOREM 2.7 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 103): A
function f:X R is 7-measurable if and only if any one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) {x : f(x) < c) £ 7 for each c e R,
(ii) {x : f(x) > c} s 7 for each c £ R,
(iii) (x : f(x) > c} £7 for each c e R,
(iv) {x : f(x) < c) £ 7 for each c £ R.
COROLLARY (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 10^): Any 
7-simple function is 7-measurable.
THEOREM 2.8 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966* p. 10^): Any
non-negative 7-measurable function f:X {x : 0 < x < +°°} 
is the limit of a monotone increasing sequence of non­
negative 7-simple functions.
Definition of the Integral
Since the most fundamental type of measurable 
function is a non-negative simple function, it is natural 
to first define the integral of such a function and then 
to extend this definition to measurable functions in 
general.
Int egrat ion o f Non-negative S imple Funct i ons: Suppose 
f:X ->• {x : 0 < x < + «} is an 7-simple function expressible
as n
i = l 1
where {E.}? , forms an r-dissection of X and (c.}1? , is a 1 i - l  1 i = l
sequence from {x : 0 < x < «}. Define
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f  n
Jfdp = ^  ci^(Ei )
i = l
and call this sum the integral of f with respect to p QO Q
e S %(Kingman and Taylor , 1966, p. 110). Under the convention g &
to £
that if c. = 0 and p(E^) = « for some i then c^p(E^) = 0. O
the sum is always defined. Additivity of p may be used to ^  O w
o
o
r Qverify that Jfdp is independent of which representation of q o §
CO 5the above form for f is used.
Integrat ion of Non-negat ive Measurable Funct ions:
Since any non-negative /-measurable function is the limit
of a monotone non-decreasing sequence of non-negative
7-simple functions by Theorem 2.8, one is led to make the
following definition.
Suppose f:X (x : 0 < x < +00} is 7-measurable. Then
there exists a monotone non-decreasing sequence {f }°° ̂ n n=l
of non-negative simple functions converging to f. Define
Jfdp = lim Jf dp (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 111). 
n->°° n
This limit is always defined (may be +«) since monotoni-
OP q qcity of {f„K , implies monotonicity of {/f dp} n . Thus n n=± J n n=l
Jf dp is well-defined if and only if limJfndp does not
n->°°
depend on which of the monotone non-decreasing sequences
converging to f is used. The main step in showing that
the definition of Jfdp is proper is to show that if g is
any simple function such that g < f, theq lim If dp > fgdp
n-voo J n )
cnUi
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for an arbitrary monotone non-decreasing sequence {f
converging to f.
DEFINITION 2.19 (Kingman and Taylor, 19.66, p. 113):
A non-negative measurable function f is integrable with
respect to y if Jfdn is finite.
Integration of Measurable Functions: Given a measur-
able function f:X -*■ R , define a function
f+ :X ■+ {x : 0 < x < +«>} by
{f(x) ; x e {x : f(x ) > 0},"0 ; elsewhere
and define a function f_:X -*■ {x ; 0 < x < +00} by
{-f(x) ; x e {x : f(x) < 0?,0 ; elsewhere. (By Theorem 2.7 f+ and are both measurable. Since f+ 
and f_ are both non-negative and since f = f+ - f_, define
Jfdw = Jf+dp - jf_dy
whenever f+ and f_ are integrable.
DEFINITION 2.20 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. llU):
A measurable function f:X •> R is integrable with respect 
to y if'f+ and f are integrable.
Restriction of the Integral to Measurable Subsets: 
Suppose A g 7. Define for a function f:X -*■ R*
jAfdy = JfxAdU
whenever J^fx^dv is defined. Then j" fdy will be defined if
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(i) fx^ is a non-negative measurable function, or if
(ii) fx^ is a measurable integrable function (Kingman
and Taylor, 19&6, p. 11*0. Under condition (i) j fdy will
Jk
be non-negative (possibly +») and under condition (ii) 
ffdy will be finite.
x*. -
Properties of the Integral
A few properties of the general integral which will
be applied to Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals in subsequent
chapters are now given.
THEOREM 2.9 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 115):
Suppose (X, ?, |i) is a measure space, A and B are disjoint
* *sets in ?, and f : X -► R , g : X -► R are two functions 
integrable (over X) with respect to y. Then f ’is integrable 
over A, f + g and |f| are integrable (over X), and
(i) f fdy = ( fdy + f fdy ,
Ao B Jk B
(ii) f is finite except on a set of measure zero,
(iii) /(f + g )dy = Jfdy + /gdy,
(iv) |/fdy | < f\ f|dy ,
(v) for any c e R, cf is integrable and Jcfd\i = c^fdy ,
(vi) f>0 implies Jfd\i > 0; f>g implies ff&v > Jgdy ,
(vii) if f > 0 and Jfd\i = 0, then f - 0 except 
possibly on a set of measure zero,
(viii) f = g implies /fay - /gdy,
T-1691
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(ixj if h:X -*■ R* is ^-measurable and I h| < f, then 
h is integrable.
THEOREM 2.10 (Monotone Convergence) (Kingman and 
Taylor, 1966, p. 119): Suppose is a monotone
non-decreasing sequence of non-negative measurable func­
tions f :X -*■ R* (n e N) and f (x) ■+ f(x) for all x e X. n n
Then
lim ffndy = /fdy 
n-*-°°
in the sense that if f is integrable /fnd  ̂ -+ Jf dy ; vhile 
if f is not integrable, either J fn<iy < 00 for all n but 
JfRdp -+ +», or there is an integer N such that J^f^dy = +» 
for each n > N .
THEOREM 2.11 (Bounded Convergence) (Kingman and 
Taylor, 1966, p. 12l): If g:X ■+ R+ is integrable, ^n^n^l
is a sequence of measurable functions fn :X ■+ R* (n e N) 
such that | f | < g (n e N) and fn ■+ f as n •+ 00, then f is 
integrable and J fndy -'/fdy as n -
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEBESGUE INTEGRAL
The purpose of this chapter is to define the concept
of Lebesgue measure and to establish the Lebesgue integral
as a special case of the general integral.
Lebesgue Measure
One type of measure, called Lebesgue measure, is of 
particular interest, being literally an extension of the 
concepts of length, area, and volume of figures.
Consider a "length” function I defined on the semi­
ring P - {(a, h i ]  : a e R, b e R} by
£ ( ( a , b ] ) = b - a ; a e R, b e R.
By Theorem 2.4 there is a unique extension <p of I defined 
on the ring € = {A : A is a finite union of disjoint 
members of P } generated by P. It may be shown that <j> is 
cr-additive on 6; thus <j> is a measure. Furthermore, since
$(a )< 00 each set A e <{> iso-finite on £. Therefore,
*
the Extension Theorem implies that $ may be extended 
uniquely to a measure y defined oh (and a-finite on) the 
o-ring @  generated by £. 6 is the o-field of Borel sets
in R. It is worth noticing that, by Theorem 2.6, there is 
a unique complete measure defined on the completion £ of 8 
with respect to y. £  is called the class of Lebesgue- 
measurable f sets.
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Construction of k-dimensional (k e N) Lebesgue
measure follows the same lines as that for one-dimeHional q
k n  ̂Lebesgue measure. Denote by n P sets of the form pQvS
1=1 1 % % %
{(x •, x_ , . .., x, ) : x. e P.} for sequences{P. from P Q  tn C- 1 2 k i i ^ l 1 = 1 crt(Gemignani, 19T2, p. 8U). The "length" function I. for toS01
O'- td
the k-diraensional case may then be defined on the semi- O ^
co % 5
ring ^  {jn"pi : tpi £ ^ (i=l, 2,, k)}.by
k k
tk ( j T pi) = t(P1 )t(P2)-• •t(Pk) ; TTPj e JP>k
(For k=2 and k=3, & may be thought of as an area function
and a volume function, respectively).
Extension of I leads to a measure u defined on the . k Mk
k k ka-field & of Borel sets in R , and the completion of &
with respect to y is called the class of k-dimensionalk
Lebesgue measurable sets((Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 79) •
Lebesgue Integration
The concept of Lebesgue integration is the speciali­
zation of the general integral to the measure space 
(R 9i. where y^ represents Lebesgue measure on R and
is the a-field of y^-measurable“ sets.
In the one-dimensional measure space (R,^,y), where 
y is Lebesgue measure on R and £ is the a-field of 
Lebesgue measurable sets, it is usual to use the notation
J f(x)dx for | fdy 
A A
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to denote the Lebesgue integral of an ^-measurable 
function f:R -► R over a set A e st (Kingman and Taylor, 
1966 , p . 12^ ) •




f f(x)dx for ff(x)dx.
■J „
, k -k vIn the k-dimensional measure space (R ,y^), if 
f:R^ -► R* is an ^-measurable function and A e , one 
vrites




DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEBESGUE-STIELTJES INTEGRAL
A type of measure which finds application in 
probability theory and in other areas is a Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes measure. The purpose of this chapter is to 
construct a general Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure and to 
discuss the type of integral which might be defined with 
respect to such a measure.
Lebesgue-St ielt ,1 es Measure
DEFINITION 4.1 (Kingman and Taylor, 19^6, p. 95):
A k-dimensional Stieltjes measure function is a real-
kvalued function F defined on R which is monotone non­
decreasing and continuous on the right in each variable 
separately (k e N).
The derivation of Lebesgue-Stielt-Jes measure for 
k = 1 will be presented in detail.
One-Dimensional Lebesgue-St ielt ,1 es Measure : Suppose
a function F:R -*■ R is monotone non-decreasing and every-
%
where continuous on the right. Then F is a (one-dimen­
sional) Stieltjes nieasure function by Definition 4*^* 
Define a set function &F on the semi-ring 
P - {(a,b] : a < b, a e R, b e R}cby
ip ((afb]) = F (b ) - F (a ) ; (a,b] e P.
The set function is finitely additive on P because for 
each set (a,b] e P and for each monotone increasing
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sequence from (a,b] ,
■*F ((a,b]) = F (b ) - F(a) =
= F(b) - F(xn ) + F(xn ) - F(xa-1) + ...
+ F(x^) - F(a) «
- n+1 
i=l
where xn+  ̂ = ^ • Monotonicity of F implies itjj, is non­
negative. Thus Theorem 2.4 may he used to extend to a 
unique non-negative and finitely additive set function <{>p, 
defined on the ring S = {A: A is a finite union of 
disjoint members of P } generated, by
To see that <f>p, is a-additive and therefore is a ; 
measure on £, suppose is not a-additive. Since <f>-p(A )<!«» 
for each A e £, Theorem 2.3,iii implies the existence of a 
monotone decreasing sequence from £ converging to
<f> such that lim <#>-,-,(A ) ^ 0. Since each A is a finite n->°° r “ . n
union of elements of P 9 monotonicity of implies
there is a monotone decreasing sequence ^ an >^n ^n~l ^r°m **
converging to <f> such that lim ^((a^jb ]) > 0. Thusn-voo J « n
{b is a sequence converging to lim a and there
^ n+°°
exists 6 > 0 for which F(b_) - F(lim a ) > 6 for each n,n-*-°° ^
contradicting the right-continuity of F. Thereifore, <f>p is
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a-additive on £.
The measure (!)„ is a-finite on £ because each set in £F
is a finite union of members of P and <j>p(P) < 00 for each 
P e P. Thus, since R may be covered by a countable union 
of members of £, the Extension Theorem may be used to
extend <f> to a unique measure y defined on the a-ring 8F F
generated by i. The a-ring 8 is the a-field of Borel sets 
in R .
As in the discussion of Lebesgue measure, one may 
use Theorem 2.6 to extend y^ to a complete measure Cp 
defined on the completion £- of 8 with respect to y„.r r
Note that £ depends on F, as is illustrated by theF
following examples.
EXAMPLE 4.1: If F(x) = x ; x e R, then y isF
Lebesgue measure in R and = H (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, 
p . 96 ) .
EXAMPLE 4.2: If F(x) = c ; c a constant, x e R,
then ;y (R) = 0 and £p is the a-field of all subsets of R 
(Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 96).
Mult i-Dimensional Lebesgue-St ielt.1 es Measure :
Suppose F is a k-dimensional Stieltjes measure function
(k e N). Define a set function 2,̂ on the semi-ring byF
2k
*p(l)' = 21 ̂ ( V .  ) ;  I e r (1 )
i = l 1
where the V. are the 2k vertices of the set I and y . = 1 1 * 1
for the vertex in which each coordinate -is largest and
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y^ = (-l)r otherwise, r being the number of coordinates of 
the vertex V\ which are at their upper bounds (Kingman and 
Taylor, 1966, p. 96).
lrIt may be shown that £p is non-negative and finitely
k lradditive; thus I has a unique extension defined on the
\r lrring $ generated by . As in the one-dimensional case, 
<t>p is a a-finite measure on £ . Since R may be covered
by a countable union of members of , the Extension 
Theorem guarantees a unique extension of to a measure
yk defined on the a-field of Borel sets in R^. ThereF
is, by Theorem 2.6, a complete measure c| which is an
T- _ lr lrextension of y£; to the completion of & with respect to
V  - lry_. is called the class of k-dimensional Lebesgue-F F
Stieltjes measurable sets, and depends on F.
EXAMPLE 4.3: If k = 2. and F(x,y) = xy ; x, y e R,
then
£p({(x,y):a < x < b, c < y < d}) = bd - ad - be + ac =
= d(b - a) - c(b - a) = (d - c)(b - a) 
corresponding to the area of the rectangular region. 
Accordingly, the y^ derived from is 2-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure.
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EXAMPLE 4.4.: Let <x> denote the greatest integer in x
throughout'this paper. If k = 2 and






; x > 1, y e R
00
V.
0 ; x < 1, y e R
with fixed numbers X > 0, a > 0, y £ R, then il = i 2 -
Since F has the form of a joint distribution function for
two independent random variables X and Y with the Poisson
distribution with parameter X and the Normal distribution
with mean y and variance a2 , respectively, y2 may be
interpreted as representing a probability measure defined
on the class «£2 which is, in this case, the class of F •
2-dimensional Lebesgue measurable sets. Note that even 
though the domain of the first variable (x) is the whole 
real number line, the greatest integer notation in the 
expression for F(x,y) insures that the.random variable X 
takes on non-integer values with probability zero and may 
thus be regarded as a discrete random variable.
Lebesgue-Stieltjes Integration
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration is the specialization 
of the general integral to a space (R^, y^) (k e N),1' r
where y^ is the k-dimensional Lebesgue-Stieltjes measureF
von R determined by a. specified Stieltjes measure function




//* e \fg(xi »x2 » * • * »xk )dF(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xk ) for fgdyF .
A A
Note that one does not write the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
*integral of a measurable function g:R -* R over an interval
as
fbI g(x )dF(x ) , 
J a
since
f g(x )dF(x ) = ( g(x )dF(x ) + j g (x )dF(x ) =
E a , b ] '[ a , b ) {b}
= / g (x )dF(x ) + g (b )[F (b ) - lim F(x)]
[a,b) x-*-b”
and the expression in brackets might not be zero.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIEMANN-STIELTJES INTEGRAL
The Riemasn-Stieltjes integral is a special case of 
the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. However, its definition 
closely resembles that of the Riemann integral. Therefore, 
this chapter is divided into two sections: The Riemann
Integral and Riemann-Stieltjes Integration. The first 
section' presents the definition of the Riemann integral.
The second section then uses the same pattern of argument 
in defining the Riemann-Stieltjes integral and compares it 
to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
The Riemann Integral
The derivation to follow is adapted from that of 
Royden (1968, p. 73). Consider a bounded real-valued 
function f defined on a closed interval [a,b], and denote 
an arbitrary subdivision of [a,b] by
For each such subdivision define
and define
s = inf f(x) £
i = Us‘-$i_l<x<Ci J - 1
J }
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Then define the upper Riemann integral of f over [a,b] by
rb f(x)dx = inf S
' a
and define the lower Riemann integral of f over [a,b] by
1 f(x)dx =■ sup s
where the infinum and supremum are taken over all possible 
subdivisions of [a,b].
If the upper and lower Riemann integrals are equal, 
one says that f is Riemann integrable over [a,b] and calls 
the common value the Riemann integral of f over [a,b]. It 
will be denoted henceforth by
Note that if the Riemann integral of f from a to b is 
defined, it is finite, since f is bounded on [a,b].
The following theorem gives precise conditions under 
which a function is Riemann integrable.
THEOREM 5.1 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 129): Let
y represent Lebesgue measure on R. A bounded function 
f:[a,b] + R is Riemann integrable if and only if the set A 
of points in [a,b] at which f is discontinuous satisfies 






Riemann-Stielt.jes Int egr at ion
A Riemann-Stieltjes integral is expressible as a 
Riemann integral plus a summation and is evaluated as such. 
In this section the Riemann-Stieltjes integral will be 
defined and a theorem concerning the evaluation of Riemann- 
Stieltjes integrals will be presented. Finally, the 
Riemann-Stieltjes and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals will be 
compared.
Definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes Integral: The
definition which follows is adapted from that presented by 
Gaughan (1969, p* 138).
Let g:[a,b] -»■ R be a bounded function and let 
F:[a,b] R be a monotone non-decreasing function. For any 
subdivision S defined by
a = £ 0 < £ 1 < . . . < € n = b  ; n e N
define
n
U(S,g) = 21 SUP g(x)[F(C.) - F(E. )] and
i = 1 £. ,<x<£. 1i-l *1
n
L (S , g ) = Y  inf g(x)[F(5.) - F(e. n )].
i = l < x < C .  1 ^1-1 1
If inf U(S,g) = sup L(S,g), where the infinum and supremum
are taken over all possible subdivisions of [a,b], denote
their common value by
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and call it the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of g with 
respect to F over the interval [a,h].
If Jr _ ng(x)dF(x) is defined and is finite, one says [ a , h J
that g is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to F 
over [a ,b ] .
Note that if F(x) = x for all x e R, the Riemann- 




Theorem on the Evaluat ion of Riemann-St ielt.j es 
Integrals: The following theorem and variations thereof
are sometimes referred to as Duhamel's Theorem (Widder,
1961, p. 73).
THEOREM 5.2: Let F be a real-valued, bounded, non­
decreasing function with domain a closed interval [.a ,.b ] . 
Suppose F is non-differentiable on at most a finite set
D = {d.}?.,. Define a function f:[a,b] -* [0,+°°) by 
J J
{0 ; x e D ,dF ( x ) r 1. i—   ; x £ [ a ,b J - D .
Suppose g is a real-valued function which is defined and 
bounded on [a,b] and is continuous on (a,b). Then g is 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to F on [a,b] 
and
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f g (x ) dF ( x ) = 
J[a,b]
fb m
= g(x)f(x)dx + g(d )[lim F(x) - lim F(x)].
'a. .i=l * x->-d*+ x->d. “j-j. ^ * ryx$
Proof: Let S be a subdivision of [a,b] defined by
a = E < ? < . . . < ? = b. (1)0 - 1  n
One says that a subdivision S is a refinement of S if
*each element of S is an element of S , and one writes 
S C s* (Gaughan, 1968, p. 137).
For each subdivision defined by (l) and for each 
bounded function h:[a,b] -*• R , define the following nota­
tion .
M(h,4i_1 ,Ci ) = sup h(x)#
Si-l<x<Si
m(h,^i 1 ,?i) = inf h(x).
?i-l<X<^i
Then for each subdivision S of [a,b]
JELU (S , h ) = 2 _ M(h^ i„1^ iHF(4i) - F(q_1)] and
i = 1
n
S,(S,h) = X ’m(h,5i_1 ,5i )[F(5i) - F(Si_1 )]. 
i = l
let us now prove that
fu(s*,g) < U(S,g) and 
SC S implies <j . (2)
I L ( 3 , g ) > L ( S , g ) .
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atFirst, suppose S contains exactly one more element £ 
than does S, and that < K < where ^i e S *
Clearly
M(g,Ci-1 ,5*) 1 M(g,5i-1 »5i) and 
M(g,5*,5i) < M(g, 5i_1 ,5i ) •
Therefore,
M(g,5i_1 ,Ci )'[F(5i)-F(5i_1 ) ]-tM(g ,5i_1 ,5*)[F(5*)-F(5i_1 ) ] + 
+ M(g,5*,£i )[F(5i)-F(e*)]} =
= tM(g,5i_1 ,g1)-M(g,5i_1 ,e*)3tF(5*)-F(gi_1 )] +
+ [M(g,5i_1 ,5i)-M(g,5*,5i )][F(5i )-F(c*)] > 0,
the equality being obtained by adding and subtracting 
M( S j 5 j;_2.» ̂ i ̂  expression. If S* contains
k more elements than S, application of this procedure k 
times and rearrangement of terms gives
U(s*,g) < U(S,g).
The case for L(S*,g) > L(S,g) is similar. Since S was an 
arbitrary subdivision of [a,b] and S* was extended to an 
arbitrary refinement of S, (2) is proved.
Let us now show that inf U(S,g) and sup L(S,g) are 
defined and are equal. For any subdivision S, let 
denote a summation over all intervals which
contain,no elements of D and let Z2 denote a summation 
over all intervals (£• ,,£-?) which contain elements of D.1 -  _L 1
For each subdivision define {|S|| = max (5 . If*1 X —  X
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S is any fixed subdivision of [a,b] and (S } is any«K •“ -L
sequence of subdivisions such that S c . C  S2 £ .. . for 
which | | Sk | | 0 as k -► », then (2 ) implies that
{U(Sk ,g)}~_^ is a monotone non-increasing sequence of real 
numbers.
Denote for each k e N
U(Sk>g) = X 1Mk (g,5._1 ,5i )[F(5i ) - F(5i_1 )] +
v- (3 )
+ ̂ 2\ (g>5i.l’Si)[F(5i ) - F(5i-1 )]>
where the are understood to belong to their respective
subdivisions (k e N).
Since F is continuous on [a,b] - D, g is continuous
on (a,b), and both F and g are bounded on [a,b],
I 2 Mk (g,£ q H F U ^  - F U ^ ) ]  -
(h)
m
"*■ 21 g(d.)[lim F (x ) - lim F(x)] 
j =1 x-*dj + x->d j ~
as k -*• 00.
Now for each k e N and for each interval 
included in £2 >
f U. ) - f(s, ) = aef1 f(-t)dt 
1 1“1 Jri-1
by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Therefore, the 
first term on the right side of (3) is
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Mk (8*5i-i*ei ) * S 1 f(t)dt-
?i-l
But by definition of the Riemann integral, ^ ^  f(t)dt
?i-l
may be expressed as
rb
[ f(t)xrr . (t)dt =
K.
= lim Y  M <fx(£ , > (“j. - “i J
k-w» i = l
where the oô 's represent the defining S^, k e N. Thus
as k -► «, the first term on the right side of (3) reduces 
to
k
limT M, (g , £ . . , £ , ) l i m T H ( f x ,  v*“ < =
k->-» 1 k-x»i=i ' ̂ iil>^i ' 1-1 1 1 -i-1
r- (5)
= V g ’ci - i > W f ’5i-i’5i ) U i ~ h-i\-
Continuity of g and f on [a,b] - D implies that, for any 
c e [a,b] - D and for any 6 for which 0 < 6 < min (|c — d |)
j J
M(g,c-6,c+6)M,(f,c-5,c+6) -> g ( f ( c ) ) as k -* (6 )k *■
Therefore, since f°g is continuous on [a,b] - D, Theorem
5.1 and (6 ) imply that (5) may be written as
l i m T  M (f g,£. ,5. ) ( -  5i ,) = tf( g(t)f(t)dt. (T)k+°° 1 - 1  ;a
Since (U) and (j) did not depend on which sequence of
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subdivisions was used,
inf U ( S , g )
a j =1 x->d “
- lim F (x )] 
x*dj+
as was expected. An identical result holds for inf L(S,g) 
and the theorem is proved.
Compari son with the Lebesgue-St ieltj e s Integral: To
observe the relationship between Riemann-Stieltjes and 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration, define a function 
G:R -* {x:0 < x < 00} by
cal to F on [a,b], G is monotone non-decreasing and every­
where continuous on the right. Thus G is a Stieltjes 
measure function and defines a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure 
Uq on the a-ring £ generated by the semi-ring f of half­
open intervals of the form (c,d]. Hence the Riemann- 
Stieltje.s integral
; x < a,
G(x) = s F(x) ; a < x < b,
L F (b ) ; b < x.
Since G is 'cantinuous on (—°°,a) and on (bj00) and is identi-
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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A HIERARCHY OF TYPES OF INTEGRALS
One is now in a position to recognize a hierarchy of 
types of integrals. Such an ordering scheme is depicted in 
Figure 1, in which each integral listed is.a special case 
of all those above it in the chart.
General integral 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 
Lebesgue integral Riemann-Stieltjes integral
Riemann integral
Figure 1. A Hierarchy of Types of Integrals. 
Each integral listed is a special case of all 
those above it in the chart.
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APPLICATIONS OF STIELTJES INTEGRATION
A basic application of a Stieltjes type integral is 
its use in expressing the cumulative value of some 
physically measurable quantity such as length, area, 
volume, mass, or force. This chapter gives three examples
of such applications; mass of a wire, moment of inertia,
and gravitational attraction.
Mass of a_ Wire
Consider a wire of length L; denote distance from one 
end by x. Let point masses of mass m^ , nig, . . . ,mn be at 
respective points x < x? < ••• < xn along the wire.JL. x
Suppose the density of the wire at all other points is a 
function ps[0,L] - R+ which is uniformly con­
tinuous on each of the open intervals (0 ,x^), (x^Xg)* •••»
(x ,L) (Fig. la). In case xn = 0 or x^ = L, then (0,Xt )=<J>n -l n _l
or (xn ,L) = 4>, respectively, and p may be said to be 
uniformly continuous on $ by convention.
Define a function p :R *> R by
p (x ) ; x e [ 0 , L ]
10 ; elsewhere.
Let Xq = 0. Then for fixed x z [0,») define
k = max {i:x. < x), andi “ ’




; x < 0 ,
m . : x > 0 ,l “
Define a function F:R -> R+ by
y~ p *(t )dt + p * (t ) dt + 21
i = l >,x ._1 'xk i = l
where */( • )dt denotes the Riemann integral. Note that if 
x = x^ for some i (i = 1 , 2 ,..., n), then x^ = y(x) and
ry U )
R p (t)dt = o. Therefore, in any case, F(x) repre^
jxk










x  ̂ x L n-1 n
Figure 2. (a) Wire Density p as a Uniformly
Continuous Function of Length x on Each of the 
Intervals (0,x-|_), (x1 ,X2 xn ,L). (b) The
Cumulative Mass F as a Function of Length x.
The jumps at points x-^, X2 , . . . ,xn are of heights 
m-̂  ,m2 , . . • ,mn , respectively.
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The function F is defined on R (instead of merely on C0,lO) 
and F is monotone non-decreasing and everywhere continuous 
on the right; thus F is a Stieltjes measure function.
IP - f(a,bj : a < b and a e R, b e R} by
£F ((a,b.}) = F-(b) - F(a) ; a < b and a e R, b e R.
An argument identical to that of page 21 may then be used 
to extend to a unique Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure un­
defined oh the a-field of Borel sets in R. For any Borel 
set A, u f (A) represents the mass contained in that part of 
the wire whose x-coordinates are elements of A. Since pF 
is the Legesgue-Stieltjes measure determined by F, one 
writes pp(A) = as the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral
The above discussion used a measure-theoretic 
approach to illustrate an application of Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes measure theory. Clearly, once F was defined, 
Theorem 5.2 (with g(x) = 1) could have been used directly 
to write the mass distributed over any interval I with 
endpoints a and b as
Define a set function on the semi-ring
J  dF(x). 
A
/D
p * (t) d t + ^
-'a m^el




This section will make use of Theorem 5.2.
Consider a plane lamina on a region a  ̂ x £ b,
0 c y £ f (x) where f is a continuous, bounded function on 
[a,b] and a > 0, b > O'. Suppose a finite number of point 
masses of mass m-^, m2 ,..., m^ are distributed throughout 
the interior of the lamina at coordinates (x^y-^), (x2 »y2 )» 
(x^,y^), respectively. Furthermore, suppose that at 
all other points (x,y) in the region, density (mass/ unit 
area) is a continuous function p(x) of x alone (Fig. 3).





Figure 3. A Typical Distribution of Point 
Masses at Coordinates (x^,y^), and the Density 
p(x) as a Continuous Function of x except at
■X̂ , x2 , • • • ,
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Denote an arbitrary subdivision of [a,b] by 
a — t'Q < < • • • < = "h » n e N .
For each such subdivision, erect ordinates at each of
heights sup f(x) and inf f(x). For each
-,<x<^. “ 1i-l ’ i £. ,<x< £. ^i-l si
consider the rectangular regions
R-. . = { (x ,y) : £ . < x < F 0 < y < sup f(x)} and
1-1 q _ i <x<5i






Figure 4/ Construction of and R^ on a
Typical Interval £ x £
Define a function M:[a,b] + R by
M ( x ) = p (t ) dt + y~
J a X . < XJ
mr
Then the mass of R_, . isli
sup f(x){M(5j.) - M (  ̂i x )3
?i_l<x<^i
and the mass of Rg^ is
If 1^ is the moment of inertia with respect to the y-axis
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of the region Ri = {(xjy):^ < x < ^  , 0 < y < f(x)>,
then for each subdivision 
n
2_ (h-if inf f(x) [M(q) - M(51_1 )] <
i = l ^i-l<x< î
(1 )
n n 2
- Z  I-i - Z  U,-) SUP f(x ) - M( E. )].r— , 1 r—z '1' • „ l 1—11 = 1 1 = 1 , <x<£.sl-l 1
Now taking the supremum of the right member and the 
infinum of the left member of (l) over all possible sub­
divisions, and using Theorem 5.2 one obtains the common 
value J x^ f(x)dM(x),
[ a ,b ]
• •  ̂ n
which is equal to Z  I. regardless of which set of sub-
i=l
divisions is considered. Since the moment of inertia of a 
body is the sum of the 2d moments of the disjoint parts 
comprizing it, the total moment of inertia I of the 
lamina with respect to the y-axis is
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Gravit at ional Attra,ction
A particle of mass m is placed at the pole of a polar
coordinate system in the plane of a bounded lamina L which
does not include the particle. Assume that
{(r,9) : (r,0) e L} is measurable with respect to the
a-field of 2-dimensional Borel sets in R . A finite number
of point masses of mass m ^ , mg s are distributed
throughout the lamina at points (r^,0^), (rgj^ ^ 5 •••>
(r ,0 ), respectively (Fig. 5). At all other points of L k k
the density p(r}0) (mass/ unit area) is a function which 
is piecewise continuous in each variable separately. Let 
us find the component along the polar axis of the gravi­
tational attractive force exerted on the particle by the 
lamina.
m
Figurfe 5. A Typical Lamina L with Point 
Massey m^ and mg at Coordinates (r^,6j_) and 
(r 2 ’ ® 2 ̂ * Respectively.
Assume all points of L are designated by coordinate 
pairs (r,0) such that r > 0 , 0 < 0 < 2tt.
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Define real numbers a and. 3 by
ol - inf r, 3 = sup r.
L L
2^-1 2^”1 For each Z e N, define sequences {s }. • and {t } byJfci i = 0 X'j j = u
s il = a + i C ' " ~ ) ; 1 = ! .  2 > • • •» 21"1 . ( ! )\ 2£-1/
t = '] ; J « 1, 2, .... 21'1 . (2)
p £ — 1 pA-1 .Then {s }f and {t partition [a j3] and [0,2ttJ,x-l i = 0 D
o _ irespectively, into 2 equal intervals. Furthermore, 
each interval of any selected partition is successively 
halved, quartered, etc. as successive values of Z are 
chosen. Such partitions together determine successive 
partitions of the annular region
 ̂ , 2U-1)A = {(r,0): a < r < 3 , O < L 0 <  2tt } into 2 sectors.
Let a typical element be represented by
1)1 ij
Then the sequence of partitions H A ^  . = 1 is monotone
in that for each Z e N, AfJ . C A /(l _ x for someAij (fc-l)pq
P, q. e { 1, 2, . . . , 2l~2} .
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Define a function p:R^ ■> R + by
f p ( r , 9 ) ; (r,0) e L - {(r ,0.}}^ 0 < 0 < 2tt,
P (r , 0) =< J 3 J_1
; elsewhere,
M ( r , 6 ) = fî C p (u , v ) udul dv + V ” m. ; (r,e) e R 2 .
/_.<• ;_co J rTir and J
9 j-8
Since p is non-negative and piecewise continuous in each
o 4.variable separately, M:R^ -> R is monotone non-decreasing
and piecewise continuous in each variable separately,
thus is a 2-dimensional Stieltjes measure function. Note
that the total mass of L is given by
f dM(r,0),
'R2
since p(s,t) = 0 for all points
(s,t) | {(r,e): (r,e) £ L and 0 < 0 < 2tt } .
For any of the partitions defined by (l) and (2), the 
mass contained in the sector A ^ j  is given by (Fig. 6)
which is precisely the form of equation (l), p.23 . Thus
the mass of A„ . is - £ 1,3






Pictorial Derivation of the Mass
M (s 0.- >*. J
M(8ti-tu ) - M(si(i-l)’t£J)
- M(s£(i_l) >t4j) + M(sJt(i-i) >*l( j-1)
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Hewton's law cf gravitation states that the gravi­
tational force F exerted by two particles of masses m-̂  and 
mg separated by a distance r is given by
)mn mo F = G ■— — — 
r 2
where G is the gravitational constant.
It is a well-known fact that the attractive force
exerted by an object with non-zero volume on a point mass
is the same as if the mass of the object were concentrated
at its center of mass.
Let I e H be fixed but arbitrary. If
represents the center of mass of A„ . . , then the attractive
force F*.. exerted by A . on m is given byU j  J
„ _ m(mass of A . ) ^F*u =G r „M. a ,* 2 / * x 2 J A dM (r , 0) -
Hi *ij
= G” [. 1 * „ dM .(r , 8 ) ■
lij £i
Therefore, the component of F . along the polar axis is
36 1  j
FU j C0s9^  = Gm I  ^ 4  dM(r,9)'.
A U j  (ru )2
Since the total force exerted on a mass by a second body 
is the vector sum of the forces exerted on the mass by each 
disjoint portion of the second body, the total force F
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in the direction of the polar axis exerted on m is given
p£-l 2^-1 r *
F = Z Z F t = Z Z Gm cos9&.1 dM(r,a) =1=1 J-l i=l J-l ( * )2
Af X
(3)
( / 2 2 \
= Gm J I Z Z Z I ! m  X (r ,a)j dM(r ,8) ,
Jh\i = l J=1 , ..2 A U j  /
vr£f'
where X a is the characteristic function of A„...
AU j  £l0
Placing the double sum under the integral is justified by- 
linearity of the integral in general, since for each £, 
the 's are disjoint. Note that (3) is true for each
£ e N, since £ was arbitrary.
For each. £ e N define a function f^:R^ R by
0 ; (r, 0 ) e R2 - L,
f (r ,0 ) = ^ T 1 21:1 *Z Z g°S x ( r , 0 ) ; ( r , 0 ) c L .
i=l j=l , *>2
Since f is a linear combination of characteristic func- 
£
2tions, it is 8 -measurable.
Let us now determine whether the functions f^ have a 
limit as £ -+■ °®. Let (s,t) e L. Clearly, there exists a
OOunique decreasing sequence of sets defined
above such that lim A, = {(s,t)}. Hence, the sequence of
£->«,
points converges to the limit point (s,t);
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that is, lim r* = s and lim 0* = t. Therefore, since s > 0
% -+co £->-oo
lim *
lim CQS Z _ _______Z _ cos t .
(r!)2 ’ (r*)2 ’ s2 {k)v I * z-*°° z
Define f(R,0) = cos 9 ; (r,0) e L. Then since (s,t) was
2r
arbitrary in L, equation (4) implies that
f^ 't- f pointwise as £-*-«>. (5)
Finally, for each Z,
. I c 0 s 6 Z I 1 1|ft (r,0)| = —  „ *... 2 * —  * (g)
J ) (r*)
and
Jt dM (r , 0 ) = f dM(r,0) = (mass of L) < 00. (7)
L a ad JL a
Hence, (7) asserts that is integrable; (3), (6), 
and (k) imply is a sequence of measurable functions
bounded above by l/a^ and f^ -► f pointwise as Jl -► «. Thus 
by the Bounded Convergence Theorem, f is integrable and
J f ̂ ( r ,0 ) dM( r , 0 ) -> J f(r,0)dM(r,0) as Z ■+ .
L L
Multiplying by Gm, the total component along the polar
axis of the gravitational force exerted on m by L is
cos 0IF = Gm. | r2 dM(r,0).L ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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LEBESGUE-STISLTJES MEASURE IN PROBABILITY THEORY
This chapter investigates how, by means of a random 
variable, the probability of events in an abstract space 
(ft, P) may be placed in one-to-one correspondence with
the measure of appropriate sets on a space (R^, Up) »
kwhere Up is a k-dimensional Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure. 
The application of Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure and integra 
tion to concepts of . conditional probability, expectation, 
and independence are then discussed. Finally, an example 
of Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration applied to the study 
of a stochastic process is presented.
Induced Probability Spaces
Let ^ be a c-field of subsets of a specified set ft.
DEFINITION 8.1 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 96):
A probability measure on 7 is a measure P:? -*■ {x:0 < x £
such that P(ft) = 1. The space (ft, ̂  , P) is called a
probability space and ft alone is the sample space (Chung,
1968, p. 21). Elements oj belonging to ft are called
outcomes (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 285). .
DEFINITION 8.2 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 285):
A random variable on a probability space (ft, 7 , P) is a
£measurable function from ft into R .
+00
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THEOREM 8.1 (Chung, 1968, p. 33): Suppose (0., ? , P)
*is a probability space, X : J2 -*• R is a random variable on
U  ( B ) =  P{X~1 (B)} =  P {to : X (a)) e B} ; B e tf.
Then (R, ®, y) is a probability space (8 is the a-field 
of Borel sets in R).
_ *Proof: One must show that y :*>-*• R is a measure such
that u(R) = 1.
Since X is a random variable, X”^(B) z 7- for each 
B e ® .  Since P is a measure, P{X~^(B)} > 0 for each B e 8.
'  r  i  00Choose an arbitrary sequence '•Bn >n_^ disjoint sets
from ®. Since X is a function, {X”^(B ) }°° , is a sequencen n=l
of disjoint sets from Thus
(ft, 7, P), and define a set function y:P -* R by
00 00
n=l n=l
Finally, y (R ) = P(X“^(R)) = P(ft) = 1. Thus y is a proba­
bility measure on #, and (R.i®, y) is a probability space.
The space (R, ® , y) is called the probability space 
induced by X on (ft, ¥ , P ).
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The Di.st r ibution- Function
DEFINITION 8.3 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 96):
A di str ibut ion funct ion i s a function F:R -► R such that
(i) F is monotone non-decreasing,
(ii) F is everywhere continuous on the right,
(iii) F(x) 0 as x ■> -00, F(x) -► 1 as x -*• +°°. 
Therefore, a distribution function is a Stieltjes measure 
function which satisfies property (iii) above. Let us now 
see how.Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure is related to proba­
bility theory.
THEOREM 8.2 (Adapted from Chung, 1968, p. 23): If
(R,f? , y) is a probability space, then y determines a
distribution function F through the correspondence
y ( ( —00 »x ] ) = F(x) ; x e R .
Furthermore, y is the unique Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on
(R, Iff) determined by F.
Proof: Monotonicity of y implies F is monotone
non-decreasing. For arbitrary x z R let (x }°° n be anyn n=l
monotone decreasing sequence from R converging to x.
Since y is a-additive, Theorem 2.3,i applies, and
lim y.(-*,xn ] = y(-«,x]. 
n-*co
Thus F is continuous on the right. Similarly,
lim F(x) = lim y(-»,x] = y (<J)) = 0. 
x->-°o X-̂ -«
Finally, since y is a probability measure,
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lim F(x) = lim y(-°°,x] = y (R ) = 1.
X-*+°° X'>+°°
That U is the unique Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on (R, if ) 
determined by F is seen by defining a set function <|> on 
the semi-ring P of intervals of the form (a,b] by 
<J>((a,b]) = F(b) - F(a) ; a, b e R and a < b 
and then using Theorem 2.4 and the Extension Theorem to 
uniquely extend <J> to the measure y defined on &, the 
a-field generated by JP.
In summary, given a probability space ( ,  'T-, P) and a 
random variable X:ft ■> R* , the probability space (R, # , )
induced by the correspondence
y(B) = PtX-iCB)} ; B e »
is completely described by the distribution function 
F:R -*■ {x:x > 0} defined by
F(x) = y(-°°,x] ; x e R.
Furthermore, it is observed that F is a Stieltjes measure 
function,, and that y is the unique Lefeesgue-St ielt j es 
measure on & determined by F.
Funct ions of Random Variables and Mult i-Dimens ional 
Probabilitv Spaces
The following theorems concerning random variables 
are usually proved for measurable functions in general.
In probability theory, however, the spaces induced by 
random variables are as important in their own right as
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the "behavior of the measurable functions themselves.
In this section, all random variables will be under­
stood to be defined on a probability space (ft, f , P). 
DEFINITION 8.4 (Chung, 19^8, p. 33): A function
ftf:R -* R is said to be Borel measurable if f is ^-measur­
able, where & is the a-field of Borel sets in R.
THEOREM 8.3 (Chung, 1968, p. 3*0: If X is a random
variable and f is a Borel measurable function, then f(x) 
is a random variable.
Proof: Let B be a Borel set. Then f"^(B) e £?, since
f is Borel measurable. Also, X-^ (f (B )) e £ since X is 
^-measurable. Now 
[f(X)]wl(B) = (Xof)"1(B) = (f-^X"1 )(B) = X“1 (f"1 (B)) e ?. 
Since B was arbitrary, f(X) is 7-measurable; therefore, 
f(X) is a random variable from the space (ft, ¥, P) to the 
space induced by f on the X-induced space.
DEFINITION 8.5 (Chung, 1968, p. 3*0: A function
n *f :R R of n variables is said to be Borel measurable if
IX Tlit is 8 -measurable, where & is the a-field of Borel sets 
in Rn .
If X and Y are random variables on (ft,¥ , P) denote 
by (X,Y) the function defined by
(X,Y)(w) = ( X ( w ) , Y (to ) ) ; u e ft,
where (X(tu) ,Y(co) ) is to be regarded as an ordered pair in
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THEOREM 8.4 (Chung, 1968, p. 35): If X and Y are
random variables and f is a Borel measurable function of 
tvo variables, then f(X,Y) is a random variable.
Proof: Let B be a Borel set in £?. Then f^(B) e
Denote f“^(B) by * A2 where A-̂  z 6 and A2 £ "& • Nov
(X,Y)“1(A1xA2 ) = { a : X ( a ) e A]_ and Y(a) e A2 } =
= X"1 (A1 )n Y _1 (A2) e ?
since X and Y are ^-measurable. Since B was arbitrary, 
f(X,Y) is 7-measurable and therefore is a random variable.
In- Theorem 8.4 , (X,Y) vas considered as a function
2 2from the space (ft,? ) into the space (R , 0 ). By
defining a set function v
v (B.) = P{ (X,Y)_1 (B) } ; B e 0 2 ,
one has the induced probability space (R^,S?^,v). The 
associated : 2-dimensional distribution function has
precisely the form of the 2-dimensional Stieitjes measure 
function of Definition 4.1. Accordingly, v is a 2-dimen­
sional Lebesgue-Stieltj es measure.
COROLLARY (Chung, 1968, p. 35): If X is a random
variable and f:R ■*. R is a continuous function, then f(x) 
is a random variable. In particular,
Xr ; r e N, |x|r ; r e R, e"XX ; X e R
are random variables. If X and Y are random variables, 
then
max (X , Y ) , min(X,Y), X + Y, X - Y, X • Y, X/Y
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are random variables, the last provided Y(tu) ^ 0 for each 
a) e 0.
Similar results hold for functions of a finite number 
of random variables; for a countably infinite number of 
random variables, one has the following theorem.
THEOREM 8.5 (Chung, 1968, p. 35): If {X ) ^  is a
sequence of random variables,then
inf X,', sup X., lim inf X< , lim sup X.
3 J 3 ' 3 J 3 J
are random variables, not necessarily finite valued.
Conditional Probability
In this section, all concepts will be understood
relative to a probability space (0, ^ , P ).
DEFINITION 8.6 (Chung, 1968, p. 21): The trace of a
subset A c Q on ? is the collection A n ¥ defined by
A * * = {An A : A e ? } .
DEFINITION 8.7 (-Chung, 1968, p. 21): For a specified
subset A c 0 such that P(A) > 0, define a probability 
measure P^rA/i?-* {x:0 < x < 1} by
13 / » \ _ -P (A  ̂  A ) . a at
PA(A) “ P (A ) ; e A ̂  •
The probability space (Anfi, A n ̂ , P ) is called the trace
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DEFINITION 8.8 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 272): 
Given subsets A e ^ , B c. ft such that P(B) # 0, the con­
ditional probability of A given B , denoted by P(A|B) is 
defined by
PU|,1 -
Note that P(a |b ) = P j A H B )  ; A e ?.a
Expectat ion
The concept of expectation is that of integration 
with respect to the probability measure.
DEFINITION 8.9 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 287):
If X is a random variable on a probability space (Q, 7, p), 
the expectation E(x) of X is defined by
- J„ ■ COIoSS?'
provided X is integrable with respect to P.
THEOREM 8.6 (Kingman and Taylor, 1966, p. 291): If
(R, , u) is the space induced by a random variable X on
the probability space (Q , 7, P), F:R -* {x:0 < x < 1} is 
the distribution function determined by y, and g : R -> R is 
a Borel measurable function, then
E[g(X)] = f g (X )dp = Jg(t)dF(t) 
a r
provided that either integral exists.
Proof: By Theorem 8.3 , g^X) is a random variable
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and thus is f-measuratle. Define functions g+ :R -*• R+ 







g( t ) > 0 ,
g (t ) < 0 ,
g(t) < 0 ,
g (t ) * 0 .
Borel measurability of g+ and g_ follows from Theorem 2.7 
and ^-measurability of g + and g then follows from Theorem 
8.3 . Therefore, let ^S+n ^n-^ a monotone non-decreasing 
sequence of ^-simple functions converging to g+ . Referring 
to Definition 2.16, for each n, g+n may be represented in
j n
terms of a ^-dissection {B.}. of R asi i=l
g+n
■In
(t) = 2_ ciXB <« ;1=1 i
t e R .
By definition of the integral of a simple function,
b  S+ndtl = W  CiW(BiK
But v(B:) = P(X“1(Bi)) (i = 1, 2,..., by Theorem 8.1 ,
and so
C ^ n l  ̂nj g+ndM = II ( B i ) )  =  X. o f dP =
1 = 1 1 = 1 V ^ B i )
(1)
= CidP = J _  f g+n(X)dP = fg (X)dP,
i = 1Jx_1(B. ) 1 = 1 •'X~1 (r_. ) 8 ( )
the last°equality following from Theorem 2.9,i, since X a
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-1
Application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem then
function implies X~1 (Bi) n X  1(Bk ) = <J> unless i = k.
gives
lim f g dp = f g.dp,
n ~  -'R Jr +
lim f g. (X )dP = f g (X)dP
Jo +n Jo +n->« 'ft 'ft
provided either side exists. Term-for-term equality im­
plied by (l) then gives
f g.(x)dp = r g+du.
Ja jr
An identical argument for g gives
f g (X )dP = f g dp .
'ft
The right side is expressible as the Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integral
f g (x)dF(x )
R
by Theorem 8 .2.*
Independence and Product Measures
DEFINITION 9.10 (Chung, 1968 , p. U 7): Let be
a sequence of random variables on a probability space 
(ft, P). The random variables Xj_, X2 , . . . , Xn are 
independent if for each sequence = Borel sets in
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Throughout the remainder of this section, the follow­
ing R o t a t i o n a l  correspondences are observed, relative to 
Definition 8.10 .
(i) (Rn , , y11): the probability space induced by
the correspondence
yn (Bn ) = P{(X!, X2 ,..., Xn )-1(Bn )} ; Bn e 8n ,
(ii) (R, &, y^): the probability space induced by
the correspondence
y i(B ) = P{X”1 (B )} ; B e
(iii) Fn :Rn -*■ {t:0 < t <l): the n-dimensional
distribution function determined by y11,
(iv) F^:R {t : 0 < t < l}: the distribution function 
determined by y^.
THEOREM 8.7 (Chung, 1968, p. UT): The following
statements are equivalent:
(i) X-̂ , X2 , . • . , Xn are independent random variables.
(ii) For each sequence from
p ((Ox"1(B.)) = JT P{XT1(Bi)}.
i=l i=l
(iii) For each sequence ^ ^ ^  = 1 from #,
(iv) For each sequence from R,
n
Fn (tls tn ) =
i = l '
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(v) For each sequence = from R,
i=l ' i=l
Proof that (ii) implies (iii):
p ( ' ^ X T 1 (B)) = p( r\ {uj:X (u) e B. }) =
'i=l ' i=l '
- P{io : (xx (u) ,x2(w) , . . ,.,Xn (w) ) e ‘ xBn } =
= p [ ( x 1 ,x2 s . . . , x n )-1 ( x  B.)] =
m ; Bi e e >
and
n n
TfP{x71 (Bi)} = TT^itB.) ; B e 0. 
i =1 i = l
Thus
W x Bj) = tr ptB^.i=l / i=l




(-*,t ] e (i = 1 , 2 ,..., n). 
Therefore, if (iii) is true,
Vn ( X  ( -00 ,t. ]) = IT Va ( ( -00 ,t. ] ) .
i=l 7 i=l




Fr ‘■n(t ,t2,...,tn) = irvt.).
i=l
The other implications follow from Definition 9.10 and the 
correspondence between (ft,7 , P) and the induced spaces
{(R, # , and (Rn 5 ^ n » y11). .
/ n \ n
Since nn ( X  Bj) = IT u (Bj) , 
i=l y i»l
j  ndyn is written //• ” / dy 2 * * * ̂ n  *
R Ra
THEOREM 8.8 - (Chung, 1968, p. 1*8) : If are
independent random variables and {f.:R -► R*}n are -i 1 = 1
fiorel measurable functions, then {f^( ) }i=i are inde­
pendent random variables.
THEOREM. 8 .'9. (Chung, 1968, p.. 1*9): If X and Y are
independent random variables having finite expectations, 
then
E(XY) = E(X)E(Y).
Proof: Denote elements X(a>) of the space induced by X on
ft by x and denote elements Y(oj) of the space induced by Y
on ft by y. Then 
E (XY) = J  XYdP = jj xydl^dpg = J  xdi^ f yd«2 = 
n r2 R R
= J x d P ^ Y d P  = E(x)E(Y) .
ft ft
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Example of Lebesgue-St ielt j es Integr.at ion Applied to a
Stochastic Process
Suppose that electrical pulses having random im­
pulses arrive at a counter in accordance with a 
Poisson process with rate X. The amplitude of 
the pulses is assumed to decrease at an exponen­
tial rate. That is, we suppose that if the pulse 
has an amplitude of Y units upon arrival, then 
its amplitude at a time t units later will be 
Ye""at. We further suppose that the initial am­
plitudes of the pulses are independent and have 
a common distribution F (Ross, 1970, p. 19).
Before proceeding with the analysis, let us first
review a few facts about the Poisson process.
DEFINITION 8.11 (Ross, 1970, p. 13): Denote by
{N(t):t > 0} a counting process, where N(t) represents the 
total number of events which have occurred up to and in­
cluding time t. A process {N(t):t > 0} is said to be a 
Poisson process if
(i) N (0) = 0,
(ii) for each monotone increasing finite sequence 
{t^ 3i = x e tlie rand-om variables
N(tx )- N (10 ) , IT (12 ) - N(t1 ),..., N(tn ) - N(tn_1 ) 
are independent (i.e. {N(t):t > 0} has independent incre­
ment s ) ,
(iii) for each s, t > 0, there exists X e R such
that
P{»(t + s) - N (s ) = n} = e-Xt l^ T  ' . n £ N U { 0 } _
*
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THEOREM 8.10 (Ross, 1970, p. l8): Denote "by the
time of the î *1 event. Then given that N(t) = n, the n
arrival times S-̂ , S2 ».«.»Sn considered as unordered ran­
dom variables are distributed independently and uniformly 
in the interval [0 ,t ].
Returning to the electronic counter process, let us 
first describe the probability space at hand.
For fixed t > 0, one is interested in the number of 
pulses N(t) vhich have arrived by time t, together with
the arrival amplitudes Y^ (i = 1, 2,..., N(t)) which to­
gether with the respective arrival times determine the 
amplitudes Y^(t) at time t. Denote realizations of the 
random variables N(t) and Y^ by n and y^, respectively. 
Define
A q = {(0)},
An = {(n,y1 ,y2 ,...,yn ):y± e R (i = 1,2,...,n)} ; n e N. 
Then the range A of the random vector ( N( t ) , Y1 , Y2, . . .,YN^  ) 
is
00
A = U 0An-n=
For each n e NU{0}, the collection of subsets of An of the
form { n } x g n , where 6n is the a-field of Borel sets in Rn ,
is a a-field A  of subsets of .n n
Let A  be the a-field generated by all sets of the
form
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'hen the pair (A , s4 ) is a measurable space. 
Define a function G:R -► [ 0 ,.1 ] by
G(x) = P(N(t) < x} =
( <x> -Xt, N<x>
y  ; x > 0,
n=0 <x)!
1
0 ; x < 0.
Then G is a distribution function and defines a unique
probability measure <}>:£?-► [0,l] such that for each B e € ,
(J)(B) * P{N(t) e B} = P {N (t ) e B O ( N U{0})} = fdG(x).
B
Similarly, the common distribution F of the arrival ampli­
tudes Y^ (i e N) determines unique identical measures 
[0,1] such that for each n e N,
iMb) = T>{Y± s B) = fdF(y) ; B e <£, (i e N ) .
B
Since the Y^'s are independent, Definition 8.10 implies 
that for fixed n e N and for each sequence from #,
n
e B± (i = 1,2, . . . ,n) | N( t ) = n} = T T P ^ i  e Bi> =
i = l
= J/• • •{dF(y1 )dF(y2 ) • • *dF(yn ) . 
n
Let us now determine a Stieltjes integral represen­
tation of the distribution function of the total amplitude 
Y(t) at any fixed time t > 0. Now
Njt.) N(t) , .
Y (t ) = y ~  Y . (t ) = Y. e~ i
. , 1 1 1=1 1=1
where Y^ is the amplitude of the î *1 pulse at the time S^
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of arrival at the counter.
Let q e R. Suppose for the moment that a = 0 so that 
Y (t). = Yi (i = 1, 2,..., N (t )). One now uses the fact 
that
oo
P{ Y (t ) < q} = Y  P{Y(t) < q | N (t ) = n}P{N(t) = n} =
^ 0  * (1)
= |p{Y(t) < o | IT (t ) = n>dG(x).
Also
P{Y (t ) < q | N (t ) = 0} = P{(0)} = 0 
since theire is no amplitude to be measured,
P {Y (t ) < q|n(t) = 1} = P{(l,y,):y1 < q} = f dF(y,)
V o
where A-̂ (q) = {yi:yl < q) as in Figure J,
P { Y (t ) < q | N (t ) - 2} = P{ (2 ,7-l ,y2 ) :yi +.72 - ^  =
= / /  dF(y1 )dF(y2)
A2 (q)
where d2(q) = {(y^,y2 )^y^ + 72 - ' <l}-' as in Figure 8,
P { Y (t ) < q | N (t ) = n} = P{ (n ̂  ,y2 , . . . ,yn ) : y± < q} =
//* * */dF(y1 )dF(y2 )••*dF(yn )
i = l . .(2 )
An (q }
where An (q) = {(y^jy^,*** y^ < q}. The portion of
i = l
the set A^(q) for which y-̂  > 0, y2 > 0, y^ > 0 is shown in 
Figure 9•
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Figure 7* The Linear Region A-^(q).
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%
Figure 8. The Planar Region ■ A ( q) .■
Figure 9* The Volumetric Region A_(q) for 





Combining (l) and (2) yeilds
P{Y(t) < q} = f [//• • •Jdf’(y1 )dF(y2 ) • •-dF(yn )l dG(x) .
•Tt L An U )  J
How suppose a # 0 so that Y(t) = y^ Y.e-a^  ~
m  1
Then for fixed n e N and for fixed q e R,
t + a \
P {Y (t ) < q | N (t ) = n} = P{2Z Yie “ 1 i q]N(t) = n} =
i = l
r -ct (t - S.?) *= P{ 2_ Y.e 1 < q> .
i = l
Now Theorem 8.8 implies that for each sequence =
from [ 0 , t ] ,
n
p{s1 < s1 ,S2 < s2 ,...,Sn < sn > = TT P ^ B ± < s ± } =
(3)
i=l
n= TTi = l >  C  ^  ( A  =.) •
Now differentiating (U) with respect to s^, i = 1, 2,...,n, 
one obtains
P{SX = sl ’^2 s2 ’ * * * ’^n = spl ” nds^ds2* * * ̂  s n •




p { z_ Yie 1 1 q> =
i = l
= /J*,,/ p { ^ Y . e  Si  ̂ < q|(S1#...,S ) = (s1 ,...,sn )>
[0,t]n i*l 1
ds1 •* * dsn 
tn
(5)
= I - / / - - /  ' Bi) S <l>d81d82 ---dSn .
tn[0,t]“ i=1 1
Consider the integrand in (5). Por each i = 1, 2,...,n,
-o(t - S4 ) . , cx ( t - Sj)P {Y e 1 < q> = P{Y . < qe } =i 1
= f  X dF (y . ) .
A-co.qe01̂ - 3!’]
If N(t) = 1,
P(Y1e < q} = P{(l,y1 ):y1 < qe 1 } =
:= f dF(y )
/̂A1 (q,s1 )
where A1 (q,s1 ) = (y:y < qe®^ ” Sl^ a s  in Figure 10 .
If N(t) = 2 ,
P{Yie'a(t'Sl) + Y2e-a(t-s2 ) < q} =
= P{ (2 ,y1 ,y2 ) :yxe S]̂  + y2e~a^t-s2) < q} =
f dF(y1 )&F(y )
J 8 '
Ag vl 5. si 5 s2 ' ARTHUR L'AKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
.GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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-a(t-s-i.) « (+ « Vwhere A (q,s ,Sg) = { (y1 ,y2 ) : y^e 1 + y2e ” 2 1 Q.>
as in Fi£une 11.
If N(t) = n ,
P { 2 l Y ie_“ (t-si) < q} = /_/••• | dF(y1 ) • •-dF(yn )
1=1 d (q,s )n i n
where A ( q , s, , . . . , s ) = {(y , . . . ,y ): n x n i n
-a(t-si) -a(t-s )y-i e +. . .+ y e  n < q>.-L n
Note that lineafity of the terms following the colon
indicates that the A (q , s^ , . • • , sn ) have the same shape as
the A (q) (n = 1, 2, ...) considered earlier (that is,n
they are hounded hy a line, plane, etc.), hut that the 
dimensions are scaled down hy the exponential components 
of the expressions, depending on how long before time t 
the î *1 event took place.
Therefore, combining (l), (3), (5), and (6) yields 
P(Y(t) < q} =
//•••/ dF(yi)---dF(y<x>)
A< x > ■ » • • • >S <X> ^
ds1 * * • ds<x>>̂ dG( x ) .
This Lebesgue-Stieltjes representation is useful in 
that it contains in somewhat explicit fashion the infor­
mation used in its derivation. However, if the distribu­
tion function of the amplitudes on arrival (F), the rate
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Figure 10. • The Linear Region A^Cq^s-^)
9.*
Figure 11. The Planar Region Agtq^s-^jSg)
—  a. (5*.~  5«)
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of decay (a), and the rate of the process (X) were 
specified, one would probably work with the characteristic
function ■E.*‘e*-U^(t) in hopeful anticipation that its form 
might be recognizable as the characteristic function of 
some commonly encountered distribution.
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CONCLUSIONS
The type of integral which may be defined on a given 
space is completely determined by the structure of the 
0-field under consideration and the measure defined on the 
a-field. Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration is integration 
over a a-field of subsets of R on which a Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes measure is defined (this a-field contains the 
Borel sets in R^). Any Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure is com­
pletely determined by its Stieltjes measure function.
The Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, though computation­
ally awkward as compared to the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, 
is useful in that its form displays explicitly the infor­
mation about the structure of the space used in the con­
struction of the integral. This type of integral is there­
fore widely used in the study of probability and stochastic 
processes, since the form of the integral for an expecta­
tion indicates the manner in which a space is partitioned 
when conditioning with respect to random variables, and 
since the integral representation for the probability of 
an event displays the role of the distribution function.
The Riemann-Stieltjes integral has the advantage that 
it may be expressed as a Riemann integral plus a summation, 
and thus is computationally efficient. This, type of
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integral is especially useful in expressing cumulative 
values of physical quantities such as length, area, volume 
mass, or force. When possible, Lebesgue-Stieltjes inte­
grals are evaluated as Riemann-Stieltjes integrals.
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